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BRISTOL — Following allegations that the Democratic registrar of voters had used the city’s 

website improperly to promote her own candidacy, Mayor Ken Cockayne pulled it offline until 

he could review what happened. 

 

Cockayne said he ordered the registrars’ website “temporarily disabled” and suspended 

permission of both registrars to post on it. 

 

The move followed a complaint by former City Councilor Kate Matthews that Registrar Mary 

Rydingsward had posted a letter formally declaring her a candidate in the Aug. 12 Democratic 

primary for registrar. She is challenging the party’s endorsed choice, Kevin McCauley. 

 

Matthews called it “an abuse of power” and a clear misuse of municipal property for 

Rydingsward to tout her own candidacy on the municipal website without mentioning that she’s 

taking on McCauley, whose name did not appear anywhere. 

 

“This is an out-and-out misuse of public property,” Matthews said in her email to Rydingsward 

demanding she immediately remove her name from the website. 

 

Though Rydingsward apparently did not respond, Cockayne saw a copy of the email late 

Thursday and ordered the entire site taken down until he could deal with the issue this week. 

 

The site was back online by midday Monday, minus the reference to Rydingsward’s candidacy. 

 

Before Matthews’ complaint, the GOP’s registrar, Sharon Krawiecki, had already sought 

unsuccessfully to get her Democratic counterpart to change the site. 

 

Shortly after noon Thursday, Krawiecki wrote an email to Rydingsward that said, “I respectively 

ask you again to either remove your name from the website or list every candidate running on the 



Republican and Democratic ballot.” 

 

“Our office website should not be used to promote one candidate or party,” she said, asking for a 

reply within the hour. 

 

Twelve minutes later, Rydingsward wrote back: “Please provide a list of the Republicans 

running in the format you desire and I will be happy to post.” 

 

Krawiecki responded not long after that the office had “never posted candidate names in the 

past” and should not start. She asked if Rydingsward had removed her name. 

 

Rydingsward answered with a note calling for the two to have “a respectful conversation about 

this” and complaining that their talk earlier hadn’t been. 

 

She said that her deputy, Paul Krell, has asked her about posting the document from the town 

clerk attesting to her successful primary challenge because “folks were inquiring” about it. 

Rydingsward said Krawiecki should contact Krell. 

 

Soon after, Matthews spotted the information on the website and raised her objection. 

 

Matthews, a Democrat, supports McCauley’s bid to unseat Rydingsward, who has twice defeated 

party-endorsed candidates for the $50,000-a-year position. 

 

The registrar’s office has been the scene of internal turmoil before, so much so that the state 

Elections Enforcement Commission recently noted the “fractured relationship” between 

Rydingsward and Krawiecki. It expressed concern that, unless things improved, the office could 

suffer a breakdown that would undermine public faith in the electoral process. 

 

To read all of the email exchanges, please see reporter Steve Collins’ blog at bristolpress.com. 

 

Steve Collins can be reached at (860) 584-0501, ext. 7254, or at scollins@bristolpress.com. 
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